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Wood and Coal Burning Boilers. 
 

As far as we know the Grillon Boiler range first saw light of day some 35 

years ago. 

They were manufactured in France by Fonderie Franco Belge and were 

imported into the UK by UA Engineering. 

The French designers produced a range of cookers and boilers which took 

the UK by storm.  

UA Engineering marketed the products through the UK network of independent wood stove shops 

and trawled them round most of the county agricultural shows to great effect. 

Fig 1 Boiler Specs. Note when used with coal the quoted outputs went up by approx 25%. 

The timing of the huge 

sales effort was 

fortuitous to put it 

mildly, oil prices were 

on the up and the post 

war baby boomers, 

(most of who’d are now 

retiring or retired) 

were buying up cheap 

country or village 

houses and then trying 

to keep them warm. 

This was the height of 

the brown bread and 

sandals revolution, the 

1960’s free lovers had 
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decided to settle down and UA Engineering found themselves caught up in a situation where 

demand outstripped supply by a considerable factor. 

As fast as the lorries could bring the appliances in, UA Engineering could sell them, in many cases 

customers were queuing up at the Canal Street warehouses to collect cookers and boilers. 

Fig 2 1979 price list. (Note VAT was 8%) 

It was all quite remarkable; the 

sales figures achieved were 

phenomenal, not only around 

Sheffield but all over the 

country. 

As can be seen in Fig 1, three 

versions of cookers and kitchen 

boilers were available; small, 

medium and large. 

The old Coal Board as it was and 

the S.F.A.S. wouldn’t have 

anything to do with them, in fact 

they actively tried to slate the 

product but it just didn’t work, 

customers voted with their 

wallets and kept on buying and 

buying. 

Many coal miners formed a major 

part of the buying public as unlike 

the rest of us they received a 

free allowance of one ton of coal 

per month and much to the 

annoyance of the old Coal Board, 

the only boiler which could burn 

coal successfully was the Grillon.  

Although the demand for wood 

and coal burning appliances was 

huge, UK manufacturers had 

nothing with which to compete. 

Rayburn brought out the MF, 

which was a modified Royal and then eventually introduced the Supreme, which metamorphosed 

into the Nouvelle (Note the French connection there) and finished up as the 355S and now 

because we have a new and more sinister problem (Global Warming), appears as a new 

reincarnation the 345W. (W = Wood Burning) 
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The designers of the Franco Grillon boilers and boiler cookers had really thought the product 

through, they designed it as a full blown multi fuel appliance with a series of features which 

proved to out perform any competitor by miles, 

One of the reasons for the phenomenal sales success achieved by UA Engineering was quite simply 

that the boilers just worked so well, most customers weren’t interested in the technicals of why 

they did, they just loaded up the firebox and sat back in sublime warmth with cooking thrown in, 

if required. 

The cast iron cooking hot plate was large enough to house a kettle and several pans as well as 

radiant enough heat to warm the whole kitchen. 

Well for those who are interested in why, here it is-: 

1. Triple Pass Boiler. 

The triple pass boiler was extremely efficient, fuel was loaded into the fire box and this is where 

the first two elements kick in, as the fuel dropped on to the grates, the inclined grate stopped it 

from blocking all of the grate area, this left a free area of grate where air could bypass the fuel 

on the grate and mix with unburnts over the top of the fire bed. 

Air is admitted at the rear of the appliance via an automatic water temperature control 

thermostat resulting in under grate air, simultaneously coming up through the fire bed and up 

through the inclined grate, in the authors opinion this was in fact primary and secondary air 

supply.  Details can be seen in Fig 3 and 4 

Fig 3 Cross-Section and Accessories of a later version front-loading boiler. 

As the fire developed a third 

air was pre heated via a 

conduit in the front of the 

boiler and autonomously 

allowed to stream into the 

top of the combustion 

chamber before departing 

into the second down firing 

vertical pass of the boiler. 

This can be seen in Fig 4 but 

it is not stated as tertiary 

air. 

This tertiary aeration was 

just the ticket for coal 

burning as the high calorific 

content of coal allowed for a 

secondary burn to occur in 

the second and sometimes 

third pass of the boiler before leaving the appliance on its way up the chimney. 
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The cookers also had a cooking lever which instead of allowing the flue gasses to go through the 

second and third passes of the boiler diverted them over the top of the oven and down around 

the left hand oven side under the oven and then up the back of the oven to again be discharged 

into the flue. 

Fig 4 Upper detail set up for coal and lower for wood. 

2. Superb Riddling Grate, single on smaller boiler and 

double on larger boilers. 

Coal burns in two phases, phase one is long flame 

combustion and phase two is short flame or incandescent 

combustion as in a coke fire. 

As the coal turns into coke it fuses together and this is 

where the riddling system comes into play 

The Grillon grate rocks in the vertical plane around a 

centre spindle and semi rotates up to dead stops, this 

action smashes the fused coke into pieces and allows the 

ash to fall free. 

Other grate systems just reciprocate in the horizontal 

plane, which is fine for wood but totally useless on coal. 

The horizontal reciprocating action just grinds away at the 

base of the fused coke causing not much to happen other 

than the grate to wear out rather rapidly. 

When used correctly the Franco grates can last up to ten 

years. 

4. Inclined Grate. 

The inclined grate is added for coal burning and served two 

purposes, the first was to keep the intense heat of the 

coal fire away from the front face of the boiler and the second was to prevent the coal from 

blocking all of the grate area, leaving a free area of grate where air could bypass the fuel on the 

grate and mix with unburnts over the top of the fire bed. See Fig 4 

5. Wood Grate. 

With the inclined grate removed, the firebox capacity could be increased to allow a greater 

volume of fuel to be loaded. The wood fuel could be allowed to touch the front face of the boiler 

and the wood grate was fitted directly on to the riddling grate to create a good wood ash base to 

the fire. 

6. Summer Wood or Coal Grate 

In summertime the summer wood or coal grate is added, this allowed a smaller fire to be used for 

cooking and hot water production. 
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Fig 5 Accessories 1978 

 

As cooker and boiler sales increased 

UA learned quite a lot in a short 

space of time and modifications were 

made to further improve the product. 

One of these was the flue draught 

control box as can be seen in Fig 5. 

This device was designed to allow a 

much greater degree of control over 

the appliance on overnight burning 

and it did this by the use of a built in 

damper flap plus an air inlet control 

valve. 

By careful use of these controls the 

appliance could be made to stay in 

overnight thus improving the 

performance and user convenience 

even more. 

Like all good designs this product has 

not had the need for major changes,  

over the thirty plus years that it has 

been in existence, it has evolved 

slowly with only minor changes being 

carried out. 

All the grate components used on the 

current models would be directly 

interchangeable with the original 

versions. 

The current version has a front-loading door, which is a great improvement over the top loading 

earlier versions. 

Whilst writing this a customer came into our factory today 03-01-08 and ordered a new Grillon 

boiler to replace his old cooker which he bought in 1978, he brought with him his original 

literature which has been scanned and used in this document. 

Had he bought an oil boiler in 1978 it would have cost him the following-; 

30 years of oil at approx    £700 per annum  £21,000 

30 service visits at approx  £70 per visit  £2,100 

2 New oil boilers at approx  £700 each   £1,400 
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Sundry Spare parts approx  £1,000   £1,000 

2 New oil tanks approx   £1,000   £1,000 

Multiple power cuts with no heating. 

Approx Total        £27,500 

 

   

His old cooker cost him approx   £730 plus 8% VAT 

Grates and sundry spares  approx £300      

Wood fuel     £? 

Occasional solid fuel approx  £5,000 

Approx Total        £9,000 

 

These boilers have stood the test of time, in many cases they have kept families and 

individuals warm for almost half a lifetime, a quite remarkable achievement and they are 

just as relevant now as they were 30 years ago! 

 

Parts lists are available at  

http://www.oilstoves.co.uk/webdocs/prices/FRANCO_BELGE_Grillon_Boilers_April_06.pdf 

Technical installation instructions are available at 

http://www.oilstoves.co.uk/webdocs/technical/Franco/GRILLON_WOOD_&_MULTIFUEL_921-

15-22_&_921-29-02.pdf 

 

To Be Continued. 
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